
 Class 11 Cartography Main Lesson – Tuesday 11th August 
 

Good morning or day or evening Class 11s,  
 
How are you all going with organising your days at home? There is certainly freedom and 
flexibility to create a routine that really works for you. At the same time, I am also 
experiencing the lures of distractions (especially on sunny days)! In a way, you all are 
holding a lot more responsibility to your studies than you would normally at school, without 
us teachers ringing the bell or demanding your homework every day. Try practising new 
forms of organisation like making lists, putting on alarms or reminders, using a diary of your 
choice, removing your phone as you work or creating your own reward system. Use this 
time to practice being the most effective student you can be.  
I hope you’re enjoying this exploration of ancient maps so far; we will soon look at the 
foundations of latitude and longitude and then question the ethics and projections of 
modern mapping.          

Let’s continue gently, Lou  
 

 
 

1. Correct your quiz from yesterday.  

 

2. Complete your written comparison of the maps described by Hecataeus and 
Herodotus.  Instructions are in yesterday’s PDF. 
  
 

3. Today’s audio is a story about the Great Library or Alexandria and the first 
Cartographer to use a grid system in their world map; Eratosthenes. There is no task 
associated with this story but it plays an important role in supporting our developing 
picture of cartography’s evolution.  
Below is Eratosthenes’ map for you to explore as you listen to the story. 
  
If you would like a visual explanation for how Eratosthenes calculated the 
circumference of the Earth, watch either or both of these two videos: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-ppBtuc_wQ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPR3XhIDP9w 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-ppBtuc_wQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPR3XhIDP9w
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 Source: https://phillipkay.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/5-eratosthenes-map.jpg 

https://phillipkay.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/5-eratosthenes-map.jpg
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4. Now I would like to introduce a small research task that I would like you to email me 
for submission by early next week. 
  
a) Begin by choosing a migratory animal. Your animal may be a bird, an insect, a fish, 

a marine mammal or a land-dwelling animal. The list on this website could help 
you to choose (although there are many more animals that migrate): 

https://listofeverything.wordpress.com/2011/03/04/list-of-animals-that-migrate-animal-
migration-list/ 

   
b) Your first task is to research the two places that your chosen animal migrates 

between. Either find a map on the internet (or create your own), which outlines 
the path of migration. Support your map with a written description of your 
animal’s migration. This could be up to half a page of written notes. 

(I will allow two days to work on this aspect of the research task) 
 

c) Include a bibliography as you go (Harvard referencing). This task will end up 
contributing to 20% of your Main Lesson grade. 

 

 
Source: 

https://www.ecosia.org/images?q=migrating+salmon#id=668DC7BF8AB8B615ECCFF93B3913FE60EB39D9
8F 
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